
 

Open Solving Championship 
of Serbia 2024 

25.5 – 26.5.2024 

 

General Info 
Dates: May 25-26 

Venue: Chess Club Beograd, Mije Kovačevića 10a, Belgrade, Serbia. 

Approximately 1 hour from the Nikola Tesla Airport by public transport. Take bus 72 from the 
Airport, get off at the “Brankov most” stop (after crossing the bridge over Sava), and change to bus 
16 or 35 to the “Vuka Vrčevića”stop. From there you’ll have a 4-5-minutes walk uphill. If you opt for 
a taxi (30-40 Euros), take a taxi voucher on the entrance. 

System: WCSC, Rounds 1-3 Saturday May 25, 10.00-13.30, Rounds 4-6 Sunday May 26, 10.00-13.30 
hours.  

Director: Marko Klasinc (Slovenia). 

The tournament is registered for the World Solving Cup 2023/24. In 2023 the average rating of the 
OSCS reached the high 4th WSC Category, and we expect a similarly high level this year. 

Entry fee: 20 euros. 

Prize giving: Sunday May 26 around 17:00. 

 

XVI Belgrade Problem Chess Festival: Apart from the solving championship, the XVI Belgrade 
Problem Chess Festival (May 24-26) will contain mini-lectures on Friday and Sunday, an exhibition 
devoted to our late colleague Miodrag Radomirović (1951-2019) and a short excursion on Saturday 
afternoon (both organized by Branislav Djurašević), plus a wealth of other social activities. 

 

Registering till 20th May 2024 

 

Contact: kovacevic.marjan@gmail.com, WhatsApp/Viber +381-62-1792-972. 

 



Accommodation: Participants may choose the place to stay. If you want to be very close to the 
solving venue we suggest a 4-star Hotel Heritage located 300 meters away from the club (Mije 
Kovačevića 7), with specially reduced prices for XVI BPCF and very limited number of available rooms 
at this part of the year. The end of May is a perfect time to use the Rooftop gastro bar: 

 

Those interested to stay in the Hotel Heritage should contact us for details as soon as possible, and 
not later than March 30. 


